TCS Hosted Collaboration Platform for
Enterprises and Contact Centers

Telecom

Enterprises need to respond quickly to changing customer needs. This requires
employees across the enterprise, including different locations and functions, to
collaborate effectively. On the other hand, customer care representatives interact
directly with customers and play an important role in shaping their perception of the
company, especially in industries such as banking, insurance, healthcare, utilities, and
retail. Companies realize the need for efficient, innovative, and richer engagement
when a customer dials in. Not only this, companies should be ready to offer such
rich engagement across all channels – both traditional and next-generation – ensuring
that the customer has a cohesive experience of the brand. Organizations need to use
technology to facilitate effective communication among employees as well as
between employees and customers.
Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) offers a device-agnostic, cloud-ready Hosted
Collaboration Platform (HCP) that helps enterprises and contact centers to enhance
their customer engagement with rich communication and collaboration services. HCP
also serves as an intra-enterprise communication suite to improve workforce
productivity, especially in a large organization spread across geographic locations.

Overview

Our Solution

As they attempt to retain customer loyalty, enterprises
are looking to provide rich and seamless
communication experiences across different platforms
and locations. They have also stepped up efforts to
add new services and configure superior experiences
via multimedia interactions across multiple tools and
channels. Organizations also recognize the importance
of leveraging various communication toolsets to
improve the quality of interaction with their partners
and vendors. Enterprises need a customized platform
that can support the experience delivered by the
modern contact center, with apps and services that
effectively address the enterprise's communication
needs.

TCS Hosted Collaboration Platform is designed to
deliver next-generation services for communication,
collaboration, and convergence. This unified
communication suite offers an exhaustive list of
features including a scheduler, audio and video calling
and conferencing, voice mail, indication of location
and presence details, instant and offline messaging,
file and image sharing, screen sharing, and a virtual
whiteboard.

TCS' HCP enables rich interaction with customers
through comprehensive multimedia features.
The device-agnostic nature of the solution promotes
real-time communication and issue resolution.
Our offering's ease of integration makes it simple to
add new media services to your contact center's
existing customer service systems. The open-standard
platform allows you to customize it to your
requirements. Moreover, our flexible deployment
options (using the cloud or your in-house
infrastructure) and payment models (with flat delivery
or 'pay per subscriber') allow you to optimize
expenditures.

Salient characteristics of the HCP include:
n
Client: The device agnostic setup works across

desktops, laptops, mobile phones, and tablets.
n
Servers: The platform uses TCS' communication

signaling servers and media enabling servers.
n
Cloud: It can be hosted with any cloud service

provider like TCS or Amazon.
n
Technologies: SIP, WebRTC, JavaScript, and HTML5
n
Interfaces: REST, SIP, XML, Diameter, SMPP, SS7
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Benefits

The TCS Advantage

With TCS' HCP, you can reap the following benefits:

By partnering with TCS, you have the following
advantages:

n
Workforce productivity: Use the solution's rich

communication and collaboration tools to enable
employee connectivity in more efficient and
intuitive ways. It reduces duplicate work and errors,
spurs innovation, speeds up development cycles,
and improves service levels.
n
Enhanced customer experience: Improve the

service experience for your end customers by
resolving service issues faster through instant
rich-media-based communication.
n
Cost savings: You can reduce operating

expenditure by unifying your end-to-end
communication processes and channels, while
using existing infrastructure.
n
Increased operational efficiency: Achieve greater

efficiency in your contact center's operations with
streamlined real-time customer interaction via
multiple platforms.

n
Comprehensive offering: Our HCP solution

delivers a wide range of features but requires
minimal infrastructure support. The solution can
be extended to social media for use as a
collaborative platform.
n
Multi-tenancy: By supporting multiple clients

through a single instance over a public or private
cloud, our solution allows you to save on capital
expenditure.
n
Pay as you grow: Our unique pricing model has

no hidden costs and helps you reduce infrastructure
expenditure by at least 30 percent. You can
eliminate capital expenditure and pay only for
the hardware, software, and professional services
that you use.
n
Interoperable solution: HCP integrates

easily—without any changes to your contact
center's IT infrastructure.
n
Any device, any time: The solution can be used on

any desktop or mobile device, and thus facilitates
seamless communication.
n
Alliances: The solution incorporates features such

as IVR, Voice Mail, transcoding and conferencing
from our partners.

About TCS' Telecom Business Unit
For over three decades, TCS has worked with companies in the Communications industry,
helping them develop world class solutions and systems, simplify operations, augment network
services, diversify into new markets, and stay ahead of the competition.
Our solutions address the entire landscape of telecom businesses, ranging from greenfield startups to large cable and satellite companies and equipment vendors. Our partnership model
leverages ready-to-deploy platform solutions, proprietary frameworks, and solution
accelerators to enable our clients to launch new products and services quickly.
TCS' investments in next generation platforms, mobility solutions, capabilities, and lab
infrastructure are aligned to address our clients' key business imperatives of operational
excellence, customer experience, and revenue enhancement. We have helped enterprises
unlock business value in the areas of Digital Channel and Commerce, Customer Insights, Mobility
Solutions, Hosted OSS/BSS (HOBS), IOT & M2M Platforms, Connected Device Management, B2B
Platform Ecosystem and Services, and Network Abstraction layers.

Contact
To know more about the TCS Hosted Collaboration Platform for Enterprises and Contact Centers,
contact global.telecom@tcs.com

About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that
delivers real results to global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match.
TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled infrastructure, engineering
and assurance services. This is delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM,
recognized as the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the Tata Group,
India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint and is listed on the National
Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange in India.
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For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com

